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Renewing Sixth District Cities
W e. / e  h a v e  b e e n  hearing the term “urban renewal” more and more fre
quently in recent years. Such increasing use of a term gives the impres
sion that something new and different must be happening, and some
thing new and different certainly is taking place.

Urban renewal itself is not new, however, for the faces of cities have 
changed strikingly over the years as old buildings have been remodeled 
or demolished and replaced by modern structures, sometimes with an 
entirely different use. It is, in fact, a rare city these days whose down
town area is not changing as businessmen see the opportunity for more 
profitable use of scarce land. It is the sort of thing one can expect in a 
dynamic, vigorous economic area.

The term urban renewal, as now used, has come to have a special 
meaning: It refers to those projects undertaken with Federal aid to 
clear slums on a broad scale and to prevent the spread of blight in 
urban areas. As a result of growing concern over slums and a desire 
to encourage cities to deal effectively with the slum problem, a national 
program has developed. The first comprehensive legislation in this pro
gram was the Housing Act of 1949, which organized and amplified the 
piecemeal legislation of the past dealing with slum clearance. Subse
quent studies emphasized the need for a broader approach to the prob
lem of slums, recognizing that efforts should be made, not only to clear 
slum areas, but to rehabilitate areas where feasible and to prevent the 
spread of slums to other areas. The Housing Act of 1954 had as its 
objective the encouragement of this broader approach. To help further 
the cause, the Federal Government will pay two-thirds of the cost of 
projects undertaken by cities to clear and redevelop slum areas or to re
habilitate deteriorating areas.

To receive this aid, certain conditions must be met. The city must 
have a plan of community development; it must analyze its needs for 
specific projects; it must be able to carry out its responsibility in con
nection with such projects; and it must be able to deal effectively with 
problems of developing a project area and relocating people displaced. 
The community must, as the Federal legislation puts it, have a “work
able program” which will insure not only that slums will be eliminated, 
but that they will be prevented from developing in the future.

Two assumptions underlie the Federal legislation to encourage urban 
renewal: (1) that the cost of clearing slum land and preparing it for 
development is greater than the land’s resale value, (2) that large-scale 
redevelopment of urban areas is not possible without the use of the 
powers of eminent domain to assemble a large enough tract of land 
whose use can be planned and developed efficiently. The Federal 
Government will share the cost of slum clearance and resale of land, 
but, once this has been accomplished, the urban renewal legislation 
looks to private enterprises for redevelopment. Local governments, how
ever, must be able to assemble the necessary land. Their ability to do 
this through the use of the power of eminent domain has depended 
upon the enactment of special enabling legislation by the various states,Digitized for FRASER 
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From slum area to cleared land to subsequent redevelopment with higher- 
value uses—this sequence of events illustrated by these pictures typifies 
the projects being undertaken in the Sixth Federal Reserve District by 
cities participating in the Federal Government's urban renewal program.

since urban renewal involves using such power to buy 
land from private individuals to resell to other individuals. 
Thus, a new method of serving a public purpose has 
evolved. From the legal point of view, one lawyer has 
observed, urban renewal represents a new term applied to 
the old conflict between public welfare and private 
property rights.

53 Cities—77 Projects
The great interest in the urban renewal program in the 
Sixth District is evident when we consider that on June 
30 of this year 53 towns and cities in the area were 
actively participating in the Federal-aid program of urban 
renewal. That it is not just a “big-city” program is also 
apparent when we consider that projects are underway 
in cities ranging from less than 5,000 people to the largest 
District cities with populations in excess of 500,000.

Even the number of cities does not tell the whole story 
for many have more than one project: The total number of 
projects involved at mid-year was 77. As one would ex
pect, they are in various stages of completion. Twenty- 
eight projects are in the planning stage, and 44 have ac
tually been started, with the cities actively engaged in buy
ing and clearing land, improving the cleared sites, and 
reselling parcels to private concerns. The remaining five 
projects have been completed, at least to the extent that 
cleared land has been sold and is awaiting redevelopment 
by its new owners. Three of the five—Florence and 
Auburn, Alabama, and Waverly, Tennessee—have finished 
redeveloping their project areas for residential use.

As the accompanying map shows, all the projects in 
the Sixth Federal Reserve District are in cities in Alabama, 
Georgia, and Tennessee. Alabama and Georgia each 
has 19 cities with a total of 29 projects, and the Sixth 
District portion of Tennessee—the eastern two-thirds— 
includes 15 cities with 19 projects underway. Florida, 
Louisiana, and Mississippi participation in the urban re
newal program is conspicuous by its absence, as is also 
apparent from the map. Both Florida and Louisiana lack 
the special state enabling legislation necessary to under

The picture on the left shows how the area surrounding Tennessee's State 
Capitol, the prominent building on the hill, looked before Nashville 
undertook its first urban renewal project, known as the Capitol Hill 
Project. The center picture shows how the same area looked after the first

take urban renewal projects. Mississippi has such legis
lation but it was only passed in April 1958, and it takes 
time to initiate the projects. By the time the Mississippi 
act was passed, Federal funds available for new projects 
were running low. Since early this year, no Federal funds 
have been available to start new projects, and projects 
which may have been in the minds of Mississippians, 
therefore, have had to wait for new Federal-aid authority. 
New opportunities are available now, however, for the 
housing legislation signed into law in late September 
provides additional funds for urban renewal projects.

Location and Number of Urban Renewal Projects
Sixth District

ALABAMA Decatur Eufaula Mobile
Auburn Demopolis Florence Montgomery
Bessemer Dothan Gadsden Phenix City
Birmingham Fairfield Huntsville Sheffield
Cullman Elba Linden Tuscumbia

GEORGIA Cartersville East Point Moultrie
Americus Columbus Lithonia Nashville
Atlanta Cordele Macon Savannah
Augusta Douglas Manchester Valdosta
Bainbridge Dublin Marietta Waynesboro

TENNESSEE Cookeville Lebanon Shelbyville
Athens Gallatin Morristown Springfield
Chattanooga Johnson City Murfreesboro Tullahoma
Clarksville Knoxville Nashville Waverly
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phase, land clearance, had been completed. The final phase, redevelop
ment, is illustrated by the picture on the right, which shows a new motel 
under construction, and beyond the motel, a modern high-rise apartment 
is being built. Photos by N ashville Housing Authority

Ambitious Projects—High Cost
The size of some of the projects being undertaken in the 
Sixth District is impressive, whether viewed in terms of 
dollar cost or area involved. As the table shows, the 
gross cost of all projects is estimated at about $178 
million. If the total were averaged among the 53 cities, the 
cost per city for its self-improvement effort would be about 
$3.4 million. The range is great, however, with some 
smaller cities undertaking single projects costing less than 
$100,000, while other cities have several multi-million- 
dollar projects, as is apparent from the ten largest projects 
also listed in the table. Nashville, which has been in the 
forefront among District cities engaged in urban renewal, 
expects to start soon on the District’s largest single proj
ect, estimated to cost nearly $27 million. One project al
ready completed in that city cost a total of nearly $12 
million. Chattanooga’s single project, in which land clear
ance is well underway, will cost nearly $21 million. Atlanta 
has five projects, not yet having reached the stage of land 
purchase, which will cost a total of over $42 million. 
Those who assume all the large projects are accounted 
for by large cities will be surprised to see among the ten 
largest projects one costing nearly $6 million in Shelby- 
ville, Tennessee, whose population at the time of the 
1950 census was about 10,000.

Consider now that most of the urban renewal projects 
involve the acquisition and clearance of slum land for 
subsequent resale to private concerns for redevelopment 
in accordance with re-uses permitted by a city’s pre-con- 
ceived plan. The total cost of doing this and, in addition, 
making desirable street improvements and providing util
ities, schools, and public recreation areas, in all cases 
greatly exceeds the amount received by reselling that part 
pt the land designed for private development. For projects 
in the District, this excess is shown in the table as net 
project cost. The amount can be considered as the net 
public expenditure necessary to provide the project area 
with required public facilities and to enable the local 
government to offer cleared land to private developers.

It is perhaps safe to assume that no private concerns

would be willing to incur the loss involved in this process. 
At least, none has offered to do so in this District. In 
fact, the cities by themselves have been unable to assume 
such costs in spite of pressing needs for self-improvement 
in all cases. By helping with these costs, the Federal-aid 
program, however, has made it feasible for the 53 District 
cities to carry out their renewal programs. Insofar as the 
figures in the table prove to be the actual costs incurred 
in carrying out the projects, the Federal contribution, 
amounting to two-thirds of the net cost, will enable these 
District cities to complete improvement projects costing 
$178 million by investing time, effort, land, and money 
worth only about $41 million.

Even this cost to District cities can be considered an 
investment that will yield returns in the form of higher 
taxes. After all, when slum dwellings are replaced by 
multi-unit apartments or commercial and industrial estab
lishments or when blight is eliminated through rehabili
tation of existing buildings, a higher tax base can be ex
pected. Estimated figures provided for 26 of the 77 
projects in this District indicate the tax base will be in
creased about sevenfold when the land involved has been 
redeveloped. A rule of thumb used in assessing the 
feasibility of urban renewal projects is that a city should 
be able to recover its cost through increased tax receipts 
in about ten years. Many expect to do much better than 
this; Atlanta expects to recover its cost in about seven 
years.

With the Federal Government standing ready to pay 
two-thirds of the net cost and many cities forecasting a 
quick recovery of their one-third, it may seem strange that 
more cities have not joined the urban renewal parade. 
Lack of frequently needed legal authority enabling cities 
to acquire property through condemnation procedure for 
resale to private developers, we have seen, has been the 
reason why no projects are underway in Florida and 
Louisiana. Some cities simply may not have a real need 
for urban renewal projects. Where there is a need, it must 
be balanced against the cost to the city, even though the 
city pays only one-third of the total.

Decisions! Decisions!
Even after cities make the major decision to undertake 
an urban renewal program, other decisions are required, 
based on a balancing of needs and costs. Areas needing 
clearance and redevelopment are usually so extensive that 
it becomes a matter of selecting for attention a more lim-

Sixth District's Ten Largest Urban Renewal Projects
Project Cost

Ten Largest Projects ($000's) Number
Gross Net of Acres

Nashville, Tenn. (Eastside A rea) . 26,950 20,270 2,052.0
Chattanooga, Tenn................................. 20,879 15,737 340.1
Atlanta, G a. (Butler Street) . . . 12,351 6,681 227.5
Nashville, Tenn. (Capitol H ill) . . 11,728 7,811 72.0
Atlanta, G a. (University Center) . 11,094 8,488 350.5
Atlanta, G a. (Rawson-W ashington) , 8,571 4,083 33.8
Shelbyville, Tenn..................................... 5,956 4,791 161.8
Knoxville, Tenn....................................... 5,899 3,941 97.2
Atlanta, Ga. (Thom asville) . . . 5,404 4,328 266.7
Atlanta, Ga. (Rockdale) . . . . 4,737 3,476 255.4

S u b -T o ta l......................................... 113,569 79,606 3,857.0
64,832 41,868 2,207.8

178,401 121,474 6,064.8
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ited area in which conditions are particularly bad and for 
which the city is able to pay the cost. Even within a 
project so selected, a city must choose between demolition 
and rehabilitation of old buildings as the best way to 
stretch their urban renewal dollars. Atlanta, for example, 
has changed an earlier plan for its Butler Street project, 
located just east of the central business district, to include 
a larger area by leaving buildings in several blocks that 
had been scheduled for partial clearance. Surrounding 
land, it was reasoned, was in greater need of attention. 
Also, scheduled redevelopment for higher uses is expected 
to enhance the value of the by-passed land, and, through 
natural economic pressures, bring about its redevelop
ment. Nashville will use rehabilitation extensively to con
serve basically sound structures in its eastside project.

Each city then sets the limit on its urban renewal effort 
after balancing the need and value of re-uses of land 
against the city’s share of the cost. Some small towns have 
found urban renewal programs impractical despite the 
availability of generous Federal aid. In one such case in 
Tennessee, a proposed project was turned down because 
of what appeared to be an insurmountable problem of 
temporarily relocating people that would be displaced by 
land clearance. The social disruption and costs involved 
did not, in the judgment of the city authorities, justify the 
potential benefits. In still other cases, some smaller cities 
find it difficult to sell the land cleared, an obstacle which 
illustrates that successful redevelopment ultimately de
pends upon there being a demand to use cleared land to 
better advantage. As desirable as slum clearance might 
be, the absence of such demand would mean an urban 
renewal project would not be a feasible undertaking.

Much Careful Planning
Because of the importance of determining the economic 
feasibility of urban renewal projects, cities with large 
projects usually study very carefully the most efficient 
ways to re-use cleared land and whether or not there is 
likely to be a strong demand for the re-uses proposed. 
The Chattanooga Housing Authority, for example, en
gaged private economic consultants to study the re-use 
and marketability of land in its Westside Urban Renewal 
Project. Basing its analysis on Chattanooga’s general eco
nomic growth in the past, its potential economic develop
ment, and the probable demand for the specific land uses 
planned for the project in relation to the supply, the con
sultants recommended that certain sites within the project 
be used for garden-type and high-rise apartments with 
supporting neighborhood shopping facilities, schools, and 
recreational areas; other sites would be developed for light 
industrial and wholesaling uses; still others were to be 
developed for central business district uses.

The project allows for a great diversity of future land 
use, therefore, with suitable buffers between areas of dif
ferent uses designed to prevent future blight. A freeway 
through the project area, for example, will serve as a 
buffer between a residential section and a section zoned 
for light industry and central business district uses. Care
ful coordination of the planning for the urban renewal 
project and for the freeway has been beneficial to the de
velopment of both, giving the Chattanooga project its 
most unique aspect. To enhance the usefulness of a hilly

section in the area, the hills are literally being cut down 
to provide a level plateau for residential development. 
As a result, usable land on one hilltop will be increased 
from the present 12 acres to an estimated 35 acres. In all, 
about seven million cubic yards of Chattanooga’s westside 
hilltops will be removed at no cost to the urban renewal 
project in order to provide the fill required for the freeway.

New Uses
As cities eliminate slum areas and adapt land to a higher 
value use, a change in the relative importance of broad 
types of land use will occur. This is suggested by the 
chart, which shows the relative importance of types of 
land use before and after redevelopment. Generally, 
residential uses will give way to industrial, commercial, 
and public uses.

Land Use in Urban Renewal 
Projects, Sixth District

Percent of Total Project Acreage

Residential In̂ jstriTl Commercial Public

The general picture, however, conceals many striking 
changes in land use that will take place as a result of 
urban renewal projects in the Sixth Federal Reserve Dis
trict. In Birmingham, for example, the existing Medical 
Center will be enlarged by building additional hospitals 
and related buildings in an adjacent area, 82 percent of 
which previously contained residential slums. A somewhat 
similar hospital project is underway in Florence, Ala
bama. In Fairfield, Alabama, on the other hand, 84 per
cent of the project area will be used to provide much 
needed space for light industry, whereas 63 percent of the 
area now contains slums.

Such aspects of urban renewal, however, will obscure 
the most significant results of the projects being under
taken in the Sixth District. These results will become 
apparent gradually and will be realized fully only when 
the slums being eliminated have been replaced by spar
kling new single family houses, modern garden-type or 
high-rise apartments, or by well designed commercial and 
industrial establishments, or by public parks and buildings.

P h i l i p  M. W e b s t e r

Bank Announcement
On September 9, the Bank of Monterey, Tennessee, 
began to remit at par for checks drawn on it when re
ceived from the Federal Reserve Bank. Officers are: 
W. T. Ray, Chairman of the Board; William Eugene 
Morgan, President; J. R. Bower, Vice President; Wil
liam B. Uffelman, Cashier; and Jack Ray and Mozelle 
Stevens, Assistant Cashiers. Capital stock amounts to 
$60,000 and surplus and undivided profits to $174,693.
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